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1.
The Argus Newspaper.
THE ARGUS NEWSPAPER, Melbourne,
Friday February 26, 1915.

6.
Armstrong of The Argus.
		
TAXI!

A sixth volume of war cartoons by Armstrong
of "The Argus" Oct. '43 to Nov. '44 [cover
title]. Pp. 48, illustrated in colour and black
& white; demy 4to; pictorial paper wrappers,
stapled, backstrip split, wrappers foxed (more
so on upper wrapper), edges lightly split, some
fore-corners of wrappers (and leaves) creased,
small triangular tear/chip in top edge of lower
wrapper and eight leaves towards end, with
some marginal loss; leaves browned; The
Argus, Melbourne, 1944.
$50

Broadsheet newspaper, folded; pp. 12, text
illustrations, pages browned and a trifle worn,
closed tears across the fold of several pages
and occasionally on the edges; certificate of
authenticity loosely inserted; The Argus,
Melbourne, 1938. *'War Day by Day:
On the Polish Front' on page 5.
$100

2.
Armfield (David) Artist
AMBROSE DYSON'S ARMY COOK.

Untitled original etching by David Armfield, after an earlier Ambrose
Dyson drawing of an army cook.				

17.5 cm. x 13.5 cm.; numbered 2/6, and signed in pencil 'Amb.
Dyson p. D Armfield 1980' beneath the image; glazed and
framed. *Dyson's drawing of an army cook was reproduced on
the cover of the Army Education Service magazine Salt (Vol. 6,
No. 6, 24 May, 1943). Edward Ambrose Dyson (1908–1952)
worked under the name 'Ambrose Dyson'. He was the son
of cartoonist, Ambrose Arthur Dyson. Australian artist and
printmaker David Edward Armfield was born in 1923.
$500

3.
Armstrong of The Argus.
ARMY STOO.

A fourth volume of war cartoons by Armstrong
of "The Argus" [cover title]. Pp. 48, illustrated
in colour and black & white; demy 4to;
pictorial paper wrappers, stapled, lightly
soiled, backstrip slightly split, with small
chip at top edge of upper wrapper, lower
wrapper browned and lightly creased near
backstrip, top fore-corners slightly creased and
edges slightly split; leaves lightly browned;
The Argus, Melbourne, 1942.
$50

4.
Armstrong of The Argus.
		
BLITZY.

A third volume of war cartoons by Armstrong
of "The Argus" Sept. 1940 to Sept. 1941
[cover title]. Pp. 48, illustrated in colour
and black & white; demy 4to; pictorial
paper wrappers, stapled, lightly soiled, upper
wrapper slightly chipped at lower edge, top
fore-corner slightly creased; leaves browned;
The Argus, Melbourne, 1941.
$50

5.
Armstrong of The Argus.
HAVOC!

War cartoons by Armstrong "The Argus" August
1 to December 2 1939 [cover title]. Pp. 48,
illustrated in black & white; med. 4to; pictorial
paper wrappers, stapled, backstrip split and
chipped, with some loss, edges of wrappers
lightly worn and split, lower wrapper creased and
soiled; top fore-corners of leaves lightly creased;
The Argus, Melbourne, 1939.
$50
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7.
Auchterlonie, George:
A COLLECTION OF EPHEMERAL
MATERIAL RELATING TO
GEORGE AUCHTERLONIE.

Includes two press clippings regarding the
George Auchterlonie Collection Exhibition; 4
postcards; The Auchterlonie Collection Guide,
a biographical paper and booklet about George
Auchterlonie, edited by Alan Box. *Sergeant
George Auchterlonie served with the 8th Light
Horse Regiment, AIF and saw service in Egypt,
Sinai and Palestine during WWI. He returned
to Australia and Gippsland where he grew up. He died in 1949 aged
62 years. His daughter-in-law later became interested in his service
as a result of examining the contents of George's tin trunk where he
kept all his records. George had kept a photographic record of his war
service numbering about 1500 photographs. Many of these, among
other material, formed the basis of an exhibition held at Queens Hall
in the Victorian State Parliament Building in 1992.
$80

8.

Australian Commonwealth Department of
Information.Silk (George) Photographer.
WAR IN NEW GUINEA: official war photographs of the battle
for Australia [cover title].

Pp. [48], illustrated with photographs by
George Silk, with brief text; small demy 4to;
pictorial paper wrappers, stapled (staples rusted),
name stamp on upper wrapper, edges lightly
rubbed and creased, loose at lower staple,
backstrip fold worn and slightly chipped; F.
H. Johnston Publishing Company, Sydney,
n.d.[c. 1943]. *The Levine copy. George
Silk, an official Department of Information
photographer, covered the war in the Middle
East for two years, then joined the troops in
New Guinea at Kokoda, and advanced with
them to the coast. Walking over 700 miles, he photographed the
fall of Gorari, Gona and Buna.			
$50

9.
Australian Defence Force.
A.I.F. (Some where in France)
IN COMMEMORATION 25th April, 1915:
our pledge, "The last man, the last shilling". . .
[cover title].

Programme for a concert given by the Australian
troops in France, 8 pp., illustrated, tied with
cord, the outer pages lightly soiled, lower
fore-corners lightly creased; no publisher, no
place, 1915. *The Levine copy.
$150

10.
Australian Defence Force.
GUINEA GOLD.

A broken run of 478 issues, including the
first and last (Volume 1, No. 1, November
19, 1942 and Volume 4, No. 230, June 30,
1946), most of the issues bound (not always
in numerical order) in three volumes, plus
over 50 loose issues (mostly from Volume 3,
1945). Regular issues 4 pages, all printed in
4 columns, and illustrated with photographs
and maps, but several issues with supplements
(regularly at weekends, plus special issues
marking extraordinary events such as the
invasion and later surrender of Italy, victory
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in Europe, etc., these usually an additional 4 pages, generally printed in
red & black, a few with folding leaves, and several including a Ginger
Meggs comic strip), the masthead of the final issue printed in green &
gold; demy 4to; gilt lettered navy binder's cloth, a trifle worn; later
endpapers, with bookseller's sticker at foot of upper pastedowns, hinges
starting, scattered light foxing, browning, occasional slight soiling and
general minor wear & tear, with a few of the loose issues inserted in
their correct order after binding (these are creased from folding, and
generally chipped or split at edges), and many of the bound issues
formerly stored in a two-ring binder, with resultant punched holes;
[Port Moresby], 1942–1946. Mixed Australian and American
issues. *The majority of these issues are from Volumes 1 and 2 (1942
to early 1944), with approximately 50 issues present from Volume 3
and only 2 from Volume 4. Guinea Gold was the official newspaper of
the Australian Military Forces, published daily in Port Moresby, New
Guinea, for circulation to the Armed Forces of Australia and America
operating in the region. (American issues included baseball scores,
etc., in place of Australian home town news). The final issue includes
an article by Major R. B. Leonard, the original editor, giving a brief
history of the paper's 1320 days of continuous publication: a record for
Service newspapers. Also loosely inserted is a photocopied article about
Guinea Gold, entitled 'Most Bombed Newspaper', which includes
photographs of the production team at work on the paper.
$4,500

14.
Australian Defence Force. Blamey (Sir Thomas)
FORMAL SURRENDER OF SECOND JAPANESE ARMY TO
GENERAL SIR THOMAS BLAMEY,Commander-in-Chief,

11.
Australian Defence Force.
GUINEA GOLD: CALENDAR FOR 1944.

15.
Australian Defence Force. Chappel (H. H.)
4th AUSTRALIAN DIVISIONAL ARTILLERY [cover title].

Broadside calendar, headed 'With the
Compliments of Guinea Gold' above a
photographic view of 'Moresby Harbour
in Peace Time'; demy 4to; lightly creased,
inscribed in ink above title 'Good Luck Mum
& Dad—Love Gordon; mounted, glazed and
framed; [Port Moresby], 1944. *Guinea Gold
was the official newspaper of the Australian
Military Forces, published daily in Port
Moresby, New Guinea, for circulation to
the Armed Forces of Australia and America
operating in the region, and issued continuously
for 1320 days (a record for Service newspapers).

12.

Australian Defence Force.
TROOPING THE COLOUR.

$200

[newspaper cuttings in scrapbook, titled
and dated by hand in ink]. Seven pages of
newscuttings from three issues of The Sydney
Morning Herald (October 17, 24, and 31),
1959, comprising a series of articles by Colonel
M. Austin (General Staff, Eastern Command
Headquarters); small cr. 4to; qr. cloth, spine
slightly faded, gilt lettered grey papered
boards; [Sydney, 1959]. *From the collection
of Australian bookseller and bibliophile
Harry Gordon Hodges, who compiled the
cuttings and executed the binding.
$30

8 page card, 17.4 cm. x 12.7cm., illustrated in
colour and black & white by H. H. Chappel,
stabbed and tied (ribbon partly perished),
outer card lightly foxed and marked, split
along lower portion of backstrip fold, with
coloured and black & white illustrations by H.
H. Chappel, and text listing places of action
from 1916 to 1918, including the last year
of the war from "1st Jan 1918-to 11th Nov
1918." and four illustrations headed "A . R
Mist 1919 Ice", being a memento for "all ranks
of our Divisional Artillery, . . ." "issued on the
eve of our separation . . ." Anthee, Belgium, n.d.[1920?]. Loosely
inserted at centre is a train[?] ticket 'Paris . . . Bruxelles".
$120

16.

Celebration at Duntroon of the birthday
of Her Majesty The Queen, Saturday 16
June 1979. [cover title]. 8 page programme,
coloured text illustration; demy 8vo; stiff
paper wrappers, stapled, lightly browned and
foxed; relevant news clipping loosely inserted;
Australian Army, Canberra, 1979.
$15

13.
Australian Defence Force. Austin (Colonel M.)
AUSTRALIA'S DEFENCES IN THE EARLY DAYS.

Australian Military Forces. Morotai, 9th September, 1945.
Pictorial broadside, featuring seven
captioned photographic scenes
(a long rectangular central scene
surrounded by six smaller photographs of various personnel); 38.5
cm. x 37 cm.; five horizontal fold
creases, and several holes caused
by silverfish (mainly small,
some affecting images and text),
slightly soiled, light water stain
to bottom left corner; on heavy
backing sheet, glazed and framed;
1945. *The photographs show
the signing of the Instrument of
Surrender by General Sir Thomas
Blamey, Lt. Gen. Teshima, and Captain Oyama, with other scenes of
the ceremony, including the central panorama of Blamey reading the
Instrument of Surrender.				
$950

Australian Defence Force. Sixth Infantry Brigade:
THE SIXER.

Official Organ of the Sixth Infantry Brigade and
Attached Units. Volume 1 No 6, 5th June 1940. Pp.
[16], text illustrations; roy. 4to; leaves folded and
browned, edges worn and chipped; L. M. Cheyne,
Mornington, Vic., 1940. *Printed journal of the
6th Brigade in Mt. Martha camp.
$75

17.
The Australian Magazine.
LEGIONNAIRE'S DISEASE.

Pp. 36, coloured illustrations; roy. 4to;
pictorial paper wrappers, stapled; Australian
Newspaper, Sydney, 2000. *Includes an
analysis of the training and present day activities
of the French Foreign Legion.
$10

18.
Bainbridge (Leo Jack Littlewood) Artist
SNIPED.

Un t i t l e d o r i g i n a l p e n a n d i n k d r a w i n g o f a s o l d i e r
crawling past barbed wire, signed 'Littlewood' lower left.

15.5 cm. x 28 cm.; mounted, glazed and framed. *Reproduced in the
Army EducationService magazine Salt (Vol. 5, No. 12, 15 Feb., 1943),
where it was used at the head of a story entitled Sniped by L/Sgt. Frank
$800
Ryland, NX271634.		
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19.
Bairnsfather (Captain Bruce)
THE BYSTANDER'S FRAGMENTS FROM FRANCE.
[Numbers 1–7].

24.
British Army.
CLOTH MAP: BUSHIRE—TEHRAN.

Seven volumes, various paginations (from 48
to 32 pages), illustrated throughout (many
full page, with a double page central spread
in all but Volume 7); Volumes 1–3 impl.
8vo, others slightly smaller; printed paper
wrappers, stapled, with coloured pictorial
onlay on upper wrappers except for Volumes
5 & 6, NSW Bookstall Co. price sticker on
upper wrapper of Volume 1, Volume 2 lacking
the backstrip and with the upper wrapper
detached, most of the wrappers slightly soiled
and with a few small edge chips or tears; bookseller's sticker at foot
of title page Volume 5, staples rusted, a few small edge tears, scattered
light soiling and creasing; "The Bystander", London, n.d.[c. 1916–
1919]. Number 1 ninth edition, numbers 5 & 6 Australian issues
(printed by Sands & McDougall, Melbourne), others unspecified.
**The Levine copy. The cover titles of Volumes 2–7 are: More Fragments
from France; Still More Bystander Fragments from France; The Bystander's
Fragments from France Number Four; The Bystander's Fragments No.
5; The Bystander's Fragments From All the Fronts Number Six; and
The Bystander's Fragments from France Number Seven.
$500

20.

Bellairs (Commander Carlyon)
THE NAVAL CONFERENCE AND AFTER.

Pp. 48(last blank); cr. 8vo; printed paper wrappers,
with flaps, over stiff card, stitched, the wrappers
lightly browned and soiled; uncut and partly
unopened; the outer leaves lightly offset; Faber &
Faber, London, 1930. First edition. Criterion
Miscellany No. 10. *The Levine copy.
$30

21.
Bevan (Edwyn)
GERMAN WAR AIMS.

Pp. 48; demy 8vo; printed paper wrappers, stapled,
browned and lightly foxed, upper wrapper bearing
the stamp 'With compliments of Orient Steam
Navigation Co., Ltd.'; outer leaves foxed, edges
and fore-corners of leaves and wrapper lightly
bruised; Longmans, Green, and Co., London,
1917. First edition. *The Ingleton copy, with
the bookplate of G. & N. Ingleton on verso of upper wrapper,
and the green stamped Ingleton Catalogue No. on verso of
lower wrapper. Later from the library of David Levine.
$30

22.
Boer War Stereoscopes.
STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF THE BOER WAR.

48 photographic views on stereo card of
the South African War; each with stamp
on reverse 'J. F. Ashwood, 52 Elizabeth
Street, Sydney'; contained in bottom
half only of original box; Underwood
and Underwood, New York, 1900–
1901. *Together with hand held
stereoscope viewer.
$2,000

23.
British Army.
CLOTH MAP: ANKARA—SINOP.

Double sided coloured cloth, approx. 64
x 66 cm, scale 1:1,000,000, Sheet North J
36 featuring ANKARA (sixth edition 1951)
with Sheet K 36 featuring SINOP (fifth
edition 1951) on the reverse; legend across
the lower borders of both maps; folded;
G.S.G.S., The War Office, 1951. *Sheet
North J 36 first published 1916, Sheet K 36
first published by the War Office in 1931.
Fascinating in their detail, maps of this type
were issued to airforce personnel to assist them in escape and evasion in
the event that they were forced down behind enemy lines.
$150
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Double sided coloured cloth, approx.
68 x 62 cm, scale 1:1,000,000, Sheet
Bushire North H–39 and Tehran N.I
– 39 on the reverse; legend across the
lower borders; folded; War Office,
L o n d o n , 1 9 5 1 . Fo u r t h e d i t i o n .
*First published in 1942.
$125

25.
British Army.
CLOTH MAP: ROMA—SARAJEVO—TUNIS—PALERMO.

Double sided coloured cloth, approx.
89 x 60 cm, scale 1:1,000,000, Sheet
Roma—Sarajevo North K.33 & parts
32, 34 and Tunis—Palermo North J.33
& parts 32, 34 on the reverse; legend
across the lower borders; folded; War
Office, London, 1952. Fourth edition.
*First published in 1943.
$125

26.
British Army.
CLOTH MAP: THE AEGEAN—SOFIA ISTANBUL.

Double sided coloured cloth, approx.
105 x 67 cm, scale 1:1,000,000, Sheet
N.J 35 and parts of N.J 34, N.I 34,
35 featuring The Aegean (second
edition 1951) with Sheet K. 35 &
part of 34 SOFIA — ISTANBUL
(third edition 1951) on the reverse;
legend in the lower corners of Sheet
N.J 35 and across the lower border
of Sheet K. 35; folded; G.S.G.S., The War Office, 1951. *First
published in 1943. 					
$150

27.
British Army.
CLOTH MAP: TRIESTE—BUDAPEST—WEIN—KRAKOW.

Double sided coloured cloth, approx.
80 x 60 cm, scale 1:1,000,000, Sheet
Trieste - Budapest North I.33 & part of
L34 and Wien—Krakow North M.33
& part of 34 on the reverse; legend
across the lower borders; folded; War
Office, London, 1952. Third edition.
*First published in 1915.
$125

28.
British Embassy (Austria).
WAR WITH AUSTRIA-HUNGARY:

despatch from His Majesty's Ambassador at
Vienna respecting the rupture of diplomatic
relations with the Austro-Hungarian government.
[At head]: 1914. (Second Session). The
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia.
[Beneath title]: Presented by Command; ordered
to be printed, 11th November, 1914. Pp. [8];
self wrappers, stapled, lightly soiled; f 'cap.
folio; Government Printer, Melbourne, 1914.
Parliamentary Paper No. 11. Ambassador: Sir M.
de Bunsen. *The Levine copy.
$50

29.
British National Cadet Organisation.
CADET TOUR OF BELGIUM 1935.

Pp. 24, text illustrations; demy 8vo; stiff red paper
wrappers, worn and a little soiled, split along
small portion of backstrip fold; leaves slightly
foxed, small chip to bottom edge of first two
leaves; The Cadet Committee of the County
of Warwick, no place, 1935.
$25
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30.
British War Cemeteries.
BRITISH WAR CEMETERIES: YPRES 1914 1918 [cover title].

48 pages, printed on rectos only, with two
illustrations per page, all but the first page
with tissue guard, some creased; f'cap. 4to;
stiff cream paper wrappers, printed in colour
and brown, the upper wrapper with title and
coloured flags and emblem, lower wrapper
with map and lettering 'The Land on which
these Cemeteries are standing is the free
gift of the Belgian people for the perpetual
resting Place of those of the Allied armies
who fell in the War of 1914–1918 and are
honoured here', yapp edges, stapled, the wrappers lightly creased
and chipped; pencilled gift inscription on verso of upper wrapper;
Nels, Bruxelles, n.d.[c.1918?]. *The Levine copy.
$75

31.
Burne (Lieut.-Colonel A. H.)
MESOPOTAMIA: the last phase.

Pp. xiv+124, frontispiece, 1 plate, 10 folding coloured
maps plus 2 folding maps in pocket at end, appendix,
index, addendum slip; demy 8vo; stiff black paper
wrappers, lettered and ruled in orange, worn at head
and foot of backstrip, with some loss at head, slight
surface damage to one letter of title on upper wrapper;
small annotation on upper free endpaper, the edges of
leaves lightly worn and creased, foxing, occasionally
heavy, hinge tender at a couple of points; Gale &
Polden, London, 1936. First edition. *The Levine copy.

32.

36.
Churchill, Winston S.: Gibbs-Smith (C.)
CHURCHILL [cover title].

Pp. 36[including wrappers], full page illustrations
of Sir Winston Churchill in various poses and
places, some with other war leaders; printed stiff
brown paper wrappers, a little worn; top forecorners of leaves a trifle creased; Hodder &
Stoughton, London, n.d.[c.194-].
$25

37.

Commonwealth of Australia,
Parliamentary Paper.
EUROPEAN WAR.

Papers relating to the support offered by the
princes and peoples of India to His Majesty
in connexion with the war. Pp. 16, including
printed self wrappers, stapled, upper wrapper
browned and marked; f'cap. folio; Government
Printer, Melbourne, 1914. No. 19, 1914
(Second Session). *The Levine copy.
$60

38.

Commonwealth of Australia,
Parliamentary Paper.
		
EUROPEAN WAR.

Diplomatic correspondence published by the
French Government. Pp. 80(last 3 blank),
including printed self wrappers, stapled; f 'cap.
folio; Government Printer, Melbourne, 1915.
No. 66, 1914–15. *The Levine copy.
$60

$60

Butt (Lieutenant-Commander F. D.)
JUTLAND: the main features.

With Preface by Rear-Admiral J. E. T. Harper. Pp. 32,
8 diagrams, appendices; cr. 8vo; pictorial stiff paper
wrappers, stabbed and tied, edges lightly worn and
creased; name blacked out on title page, scattered
foxing; P. & G. Wells, Charterhouse, n.d.[1928?].
First edition. *The Levine copy.
$40

39.

Commonwealth of Australia,
Parliamentary Paper.
EUROPEAN WAR.

33.
Chapman (B. Burgoyne)
THE MURDER OF A PEOPLE.

A record of Hitler's victory to date in a basic Nazi
war aim and an appeal to the Australian people
to turn the tide. Pp. 40; printed self wrappers,
stapled, printed in red and black, edges lightly
browned and worn, slightly split from bottom of
backstrip fold; The Market Printery Pty. Ltd.,
Sydney, n.d. First edition. *The Levine copy.
Trove notes that some issues (as for this) have a back cover page
numbered 40, whilst the second impression issues do not.
$150

34.
Churchill (Winston S.)
HIGHLIGHTS OF CHURCHILL.

Excerpts from "Into Battle", "Unrelenting
Struggle", "End of the Beginning" [cover title].
Pp. [16]; narrow demy 16mo; pictorial stiff green
paper wrappers, stapled, lightly browned, lower
fore-corner of lower wrapper slightly creased;
gift inscription ('Xmas 1943') on verso of upper
wrapper; Cassell and Company Ltd., London,
Toronto, Melbourne, and Sydney, n.d.[1943?].
First (and only edition). Cohen A184. Printed by
Deaton & Spencer Pty. Ltd., Sydney.
$200

35.
Churchill (Winston S.)
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE SIR
WINSTON CHURCHILL K.G. O.M.
C.H. M.P.

A Pictorial Memorial of the Great Patriot And
Extracts from His Immortal Speeches. Pp. 32,
pictorial title page (Queen Elizabeth and Sir Winston
Churchill), text illustrations; small cr. 4to; pictorial
stiff paper wrappers, edges a little worn; Pitkin
Pictorials Ltd, London, n.d.[c.196-].
$20
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Diplomatic correspondence respecting the
war published by the Belgian Government.
Pp. 24(last blank), including printed self
wrappers, stapled (staples rusted), lower
wrapper quite soiled, edges lightly browned,
top edges slight worn, with 2 cm. closed tear
from top edge into lower wrapper; f'cap. folio; Government Printer,
Melbourne, 1915. No. 68, 1914–15. *The Levine copy.
$60

40.

Commonwealth of Australia,
Parliamentary Paper.
		 THE WAR:

Correspondence respecting events leading to
the rupture of relations with Turkey. Pp. 48(last
blank), including printed self wrappers, stapled,
edges of leaves lightly browned; f 'cap. folio;
Government Printer, Melbourne, 1915. No.
67. 1914–15. *The Levine copy.
$50

41.

Commonwealth of Australia,
Parliamentary Paper.
THE WAR:

Australian Imperial Force-Report by the Royal
Commission (. . .) as to number of members fit
for active service and number of reinforcements
and enlistments required. Pp. 4, single-fold; f'cap.
folio; edges slightly worn, 1.5 cm. closed tear from
top edge into front page and 1 cm. closed tear at
centre of fold; Government Printer, Melbourne,
1918. No. 55 of 1917–18.
$40
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42.
Corbett (Sir Julian)
		THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND 		
		
FREEDOM OF THE SEAS.

Pp. 16(last blank); printed stiff paper wrappers,
stapled, lightly faded, upper wrapper bearing the
With Compliments stamp of The Empire Literature
Society; bookseller's sticker on verso of upper
wrapper; edges of leaves slightly foxed; Oxford
University Press/Humphrey Milford, London,
1918. First edition. *The Levine copy.
$50

43.
Cramp (K. R.) Compiler.
AUSTRALIAN WINNERS OF THE VICTORIA CROSS.
A record of the deeds that won the decoration
during the Great War, 1914–1919. Compiled
from Official Records by K. R. Cramp. With
Foreword by His Excellency Sir Walter E.
Davidson, K.C.M.G., Governor of New South
Wales. Pp. [78], illustrated with roundel portraits
of the recipients, alphabetical list of winners;
demy 8vo; pictorial paper wrappers, stapled,
slightly soiled, fore-corners faintly creased;
bookseller's sticker on verso of upper wrapper,
a few short edge splits, outer leaves and edges
lightly foxed; McCarron, Stewart & Co.
Ltd., Sydney, 1919. First edition. Dornbusch
215; Fielding and O'Neill, p. 243. *The Levine copy.

Pp. 24, illustrated; demy 8vo; stiff cream
paper wrappers, printed in black & red,
soiled and lightly marked; The Newcomen
Society of England, American Branch, New
York, 1948. *The Levine copy.
$20

47.
Dixon (W. MacNeile)
THE BRITISH NAVY AT WAR.

$150

44.
Dale (Oliver James) Artist
SAPPER TAKES A SPELL.

5 AUST. A.R.D. SELLHEIM H.Q. Original ink drawing of a resting
soldier, signed 'VX 77624 Spr. Dale '44' below the soldier's foot,
and with the dimensions in pencil below the image.		

19 cm. x 24 cms. (including margins); a trifle soiled and faintly
creased; mounted, glazed and framed. *Reproduced in the Army
Education Service magazine Salt (Vol. 8, No. 10, 17 July, 1944,
p. 55), as one of two illustrations (titled Two Sappers Take a Spell)
for the article Chances for Soldiers: Varied arrangements under
Commonwealthscheme. Oliver James Dale was a painter and commercial
artist, who won painting prizes in 1945 and 1956.
$950

45.
Department of Public Instruction, New South Wales.
AUSTRALIANS IN ACTION: The Story of Gallipoli.

Published for the use of the senior pupils of the
public schools of New South Wales, in proud
and grateful memory of the bravery of the
Australian troops. Reprinted by direction of
the Hon. A. Griffith, Minister for Education,
from cabled reports of the landing of the
Australian troops at the Dardanelles, written
by Mr. Ashmead Bartlett, War Correspondent,
and Captain C. E. Bean, the Commonwealth
Official Correspondent. Pp. 32, text illustrations
(one double page bird's-eye view showing the
heights of Gallipoli), 2 maps (1 full page);
printed tan paper wrappers, with NSW Coat of
Arms, stapled, the paper brittle, lightly soiled and marked, edges
and fore-corners lightly split, creased and chipped, split along most
of backstrip fold; fore-corners of several leaves creased and a couple
lightly chipped, bookseller's sticker at foot of title page; W. A. Gullick,
Government Printer, Sydney, 1915. *The Levine copy.
$195

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller

46.
Deyo (Rear Admiral Morton L.)
		 SEA POWER: Its Meaning to the United States
		
of America [cover title].

Pp. [iv]+96(last colophon), frontispiece, 13
plates, 3 folding maps (2 coloured), 3 plans
(2 full page, 1 folding), appendices; cr. 8vo;
pictorial paper wrappers, lower edge of upper
wrapper lightly creased and chipped, backstrip
chipped, with some loss; bookseller's sticker
removed from foot of, and 'With compliments of Orient Steam
Navigation Co., Ltd.' stamp on, preliminary blank, leaves browned,
some foxing, William Heinemann, London, 1917. *The Ingleton
copy, with the bookplate of G. & N. Ingleton on verso of upper
wrapper, and the green stamped Ingleton Catalogue No. on recto of
lower wrapper. Later from the library of David Levine.
$30

48.
East Kent Mercury.
		
CHART SHOWING THE BOMBS
			
AND SHELLS THAT FELL ON
			DEAL.

Black & white map, approx. 58 cm. x 44
cm, folded and slightly worn, with a few
tears in folds; map annotated indicating
a prior owner's home; T. F. Pain &
Sons, Deal, Kent, 1945. *Reprinted
from the East Kent Mercury of June
30th, 1945. A map of the sites where
bombs and shells landed in the Deal area during WWII. A fascinating
item which exemplifies the personal nature of the war.
$75

49.
Fox (W.)
A DISCOURSE ON NATIONAL FASTS, Particularly in
reference to that of April 19, 1793, on occasion of the War against
France.

The Third Edition.Pp. [ii]+16;
roy. 12mo; later (but not recent)
plain green paper wrappers, slightly
creased; a couple of spots of foxing;
sold by J. Ridgway, T. Wheildon
and Butterworth, W. Richardson,
& M. Gurney, London, 1793.
ESTC T2420. *Lacking a final
advertisement leaf? Following the
French revolutionary government's
declaration of war on Great Britain
in Februar y 1793, George III
proclaimed a day of fasting for April
19. On that day the English people
were to abstain from food and attend
religious services to intercede for 'God's blessing and assistance on our
arms, and for restoring and perpetuating peace, safety and prosperity.'
This publication mocking such rituals is by the radical pamphleteer
William Fox. Best known as an abolitionist, Fox's first pamphlet, An
Address to the People of Great Britain, on the Propriety of Refraining
from the Use of West India Sugar and Rum (1791), was one of the most
widely distributed pamphlets of the eighteenth century.
$250
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50.
French (Sir John)
SIR JOHN FRENCH'S DESPATCHES. The Graphic Special,
Nos. 1–3.

[1]: Official Records of The Great
Battles of Mons, the Marne, and the
Aisne, as told in his despatches by
Field-Marshal Sir John French to FieldMarshal Lord Kitchener, Secretary of
State for War. Pp. 48(last colophon),
9 full page maps (3 with annotations),
list of officers and men listed in Sir John
French's despatches; [2]: Official Story
of The Battle around Ypres, Armentieres, &c., as told in despatches
by Field-Marshal Sir John French to Field-Marshal Lord Kitchener;
The Defence of Antwerp; Roll of Honour, &c. Pp. 40, frontispiece
illustration. 8 full page maps; [3]: The Admiralty's Reports of The
Battle of the Bight, Destruction of German East Asiatic Squadron,
Sinking of the Emden, and other Work of the Navy in the War. Pp.
48, text illustrations, 3 maps, German and British Naval Losses up to
December 8, 1914, Honours for Distinguished Service; each oblong
8vo, printed stiff paper wrappers, some edges lightly split, No. 1 slightly
marked and with lightly inked initials on upper wrapper, each stabbed
with ribbon ties (quite frayed and perished); leaves browned and a little
soiled, with occasional spots of foxing, more so in No. 1; The Graphic,
London, n.d.[191–]. First editions. *The Levine copy.
$180

55.
Goodchild (John C.)
WHERE THE AUSTRALIANS REST.

A description of many of the cemeteries
overseas in which Australians, including those
whose names can never now be known, are
buried. Prepared under instructions from
the Minister of State for Defence (Senator
G. F. Pearce). Pp. 72, numerous illustrations
(all but one full page); small cr. 4to; printed
stiff blue/grey paper wrappers, stapled, a
trifle faded and creased; bookseller's sticker
on verso of upper wrapper, a little light
foxing; Government Printer, Melbourne, 1920. First edition.
Fielding & O'Neill, p. 204. *The Levine copy. The artist John
Charles Goodchild (1898–1980) served on the Western Front with
the 9th Field Ambulance. While in hospital in France, in 1918,
he sent his sketches to the Digger and was later commissioned
to contribute pen-drawings for Where Australians Rest. During
the Second World War, he was an official war artist.
$120

56.
Gooding (S. James)
		 AN INTRODUCTION TO BRITISH 		
		
ARTILLERY IN NORTH AMERICA.

Pp. 54, text illustrations, bibliography, pictorial
stiff paper wrappers, a little worn and foxed;
endpapers foxed; Museum Restoration
Service, Ottawa, 1965. Historical Arms
Series No. 4.			
$35

51.
Gallichan (Walter M.)
THE SOLDIERS' WAR SLANG DICTIONARY.
A list of words & phrases used by British soldiers
in the great war 1914–1918 [cover title]. Pp.
24; cr. 8vo; printed stiff paper wrappers, stapled,
wrappers lightly marked, fore-corners of upper
wrapper slightly creased; bookseller's sticker on
verso of upper wrapper, leaves lightly browned,
some light foxing; T. Werner Laurie, London,
1939. First edition. *The Levine copy.
$50

57.
Goss (Fred C.) Artist
BALIKPAPAN HARBOUR JULY '45.

O r i g i n a l w a t e r c o l o u r, t i t l e d i n p e n c i l
left, and signed 'Fred C. Goss A.I.F.' bottom right.

bottom

52.
The Gallipoli Association.
		
THE GALLIPOLIAN.

The Journal of the Gallipoli Association No.
50 Spring 1986. Pp. 40(including wrappers),
text illustrations; printed paper wrappers with
illustration 'View of "V" Beach, taken from S.S.
"River Clyde"', lightly soiled; The Gallipoli
Association, London, 1986.
$20

53.
The Gallipoli Association.
THE GALLIPOLIAN.

The Journal of the Gallipoli Association
No 60. Autumn 1989. Pp. 40(including
wrappers), coloured photograph tipped
in at page 4; printed stiff paper wrappers
i l l u s t r a t i n g ' S S " R i ve r C l yd e " a t V
Beach 25 April 1915'; The Gallipoli Association, London,
1989. *Gallipoli Association leaflet, Annual Lunch booking
form and a battlefield tour advertisement loosely inserted .$20

54.
Goebbels (Joseph)
		
THE TRUTH ABOUT SPAIN.

58.

Pp. 36, self wrappers, stapled; demy 8vo; leaves
browned and brittle, starting from staples,
with piece torn from inner corner of first leaf,
creased and small chips to some lower forecorners, edges lightly worn and split, light
vertical crease at centre; M. Muller & Sohn,
Berlin, 1937. *The Levine copy.
$50

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller

26 cm. x 35.5 cm; some light spots of foxing or browning; mounted,
glazed and framed. *Balikpapan is the seaport city on the eastern
coast of Borneo, which on January 24, 1942 became a war theatre
between the Japanese army and Allied Forces. Several campaigns
followed, culminating in the July 1945 Battle of Balikpapan, which
concluded the Allied Forces' Borneo campaign, after which they took
control of the island.				
$1,500

The Graphic Naval Souvenir.
THE GRAPHIC SOUVENIR OF THE 		
		
GERMAN NAVY'S SURRENDER November,
		 1918.

Pp. 32, illustrated throughout, printed in
green; demy 4to; pictorial paper wrappers, with
advertisements, printed in navy, stapled, lightly
foxed and browned, lightly surface rubbed;
gift inscription at head of title page, the leaves
lightly foxed and browned; The Graphic,
London, 1918. *The Levine copy.
$45
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59.

Great Britain, Admiralty War Staff,
Intelligence Division.
DIARY OF AN OFFICER OF "U.C. 26."
May 1917. I.D. 1156.

63.
Great Britain, Ministry of Information.
THE ABYSSINIAN CAMPAIGNS.
The official story of the conquest of Italian
East Africa. Pp. 144, text illustrations and
maps; small cr. 4to; pictorial paper wrappers,
edges lightly worn, slightly split at head and
tail of backstrip, wrappers slightly creased,
and with a ragged tear and small piece torn
from centre of lower wrapper; bookseller's
sticker on verso of upper wrapper, edges
of leaves lightly foxed; His Majesty's
Stationery Office, London, 1942. The Army
at War series. *The Levine copy.
$40

Pp. 4; f'cap. folio; printed blue paper wrappers,
lightly browned, red lettering on upper wrapper;
H.M. Government, for official use only, London,
1917. *The Ingleton copy, with the green stamped
Ingleton Catalogue No. on verso of lower wrapper.
Later from the library of David Levine.
$40

60.
Great Britain, Admiralty War Staff,
Intelligence Division.
A COLLECTION OF SIX OFFICIAL PAPERS,

issued by the Admiralty War Staff, Intelligence Division,
London, 1916–1917. Comprising:		
1] OUT HUNTING WITH THE "KRONPRINZ
WILELM". April 1916. By Paymaster A. Mahlstedt.
Translated from "Koeler Zeitung 25th
April 1915. I.D. 1034. Pp. 8;
2] DIARY OF AN OFFICER OF "U.C. 26".
May 1917. I.D. 1156. Pp. 4; 		
[3] GERMAN ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE
OF JUTLAND. July 1916. I.D. 1115. Pp. 10[last
blank], plus page of 4 plans; 		
[ 4 ] THE ADVENTURES OF THE
"EMDEN'S" CREW. May 1916. I.D. 1105.
Pp. [ i i ] + 2 6 ( l e a v e s a n d c re a m p a p e r
wrappers soiled); 			
[5] GERMAN DESTROYER "V. 69." AT YMUIDEN. After action of
23rd January, 1917. April, 1917. I.D. 1152. Pp. [18], comprising cover,
verso blank, 8 plates (2 images per plate), printed on rectos only, the
upper cover with edges soiled and worn, and with closed tear into panel
from left and right hand margins; 				
[6]VOYAGE OF THE "KAISER WILHELM DER GROSSE"
FROM BREMERHAVEN TO RIO DE ORO, AUGUST 1914.
April 1916. I.D. 1035. Pp. 10(last blank), piece chipped from
centre lower edge of wrappers and leaves;
each pamphlet folio; printed blue [or white] paper wrappers, stapled,
each with lettered number stamp, most with light horizontal fold,
some lightly soiled, creased at edges, some split along backstrip;
each item with punch holes, tied together in a bundle
w i t h g re e n c o rd ; Ad m i r a l t y Wa r St a f f , In t e l l i g e n c e
Division, [London], 1916–1917.
$750

61.
Great Britain, Air Ministry.
COASTAL COMMAND.

The Air Ministry account of the part played
by Coastal Command in the Battle of the
Seas 1939–1942. Pp. 144(including free
endpapers), text illustrations; post. 4to; paper
wrappers, worn, edges and fore-corners a little
split and creased, fore-edges dog-eared, paper
defect due to removal of roundel sticker on
front panel; His Majesty's Stationery Office,
London, 1942. First edition.
$45

62.
Great Britain, Foreign Office.
DOCUMENTS CONCERNING GERMAN-POLISH
RELATIONS AND THE OUTBREAK OF HOSTILITIES
BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND GERMANY ON
SEPTEMBER 3, 1939.

An Air Ministry account of the Great Days
from 8th August–31st October 1940. Pp. 32;
demy 8vo; printed paper wrappers, stapled,
browned, slightly chipped at foot of backstrip
fold; gift inscription at head of title page and
some inked marginalia on one page, leaves
browned; His Majesty's Stationery Office,
London, 1945. *The Levine copy.
$40

65.
Great Britain, Ministry of Information.
THE BATTLE OF EGYPT.
The official record in pictures
and map. Pp. 36(last colophon),
illustrated throughout; obl. demy 4to;
pictorial stiff blue paper wrappers,
printed in red & black, stapled,
upper wrapper lightly marked; some
light foxing; Angus and Robertson
Ltd., Sydney, 1943. Australian
issue. *The Levine copy.
$50

66.
Great Britain, Ministry of Information.
THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC 1939–1943. Secret [cover
title].

Pp. 25(including recto of lower wrapper),
folding plate and diagram; demy 8vo; printed
paper wrappers, stapled (staples rusted),
wrappers quite browned and foxed; some foxing;
prepared by the Anti-U-Boat Division, Naval
Staff, Admiralty and issued by the Naval
Intelligence Division. With W.I.R. No. 209,
10th March, 1944. *The Ingleton copy, with
the green stamped Ingleton Catalogue No. on
verso of lower wrapper. Later from the library
of David Levine. Printed note on verso of upper
wrapper about the Weekly Intelligence Report,
stating that 'This account of the Battle of the
Atlantic should be treated, from the security point of view,
on the same basis as the Weekly Intelligence Report.'
$60

67.
Great Britain, Ministry of Information.
BOMBER COMMAND CONTINUES.

Presented by the Secretary of State of Foreign
Affairs to Parliament by Command of His Majesty.
Pp. xxviii+196(last blank); med 8vo; printed stiff
paper wrappers, stapled, upper wrapper browned
and marked, split along backstrip fold with 5
cm. closed tear into wrapper, upper fore-corner
of lower wrapper (and last few leaves) creased;
staples rusted at title page, which bears some rust
marks, leaves browned; His Majesty's Stationery
Office, London, 1939. Miscellaneous No.
9 (1939). *The Levine copy.
$50

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller

64.
Great Britain, Ministry of Information.
		 THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN
		
August–October 1940.

The Air Ministry Account of the Rising Offensive Against Germany
July 1941–June 1942. Pp. 56, 8 plates, endpaper
maps; med 12mo; printed stiff paper wrappers,
stapled, bookseller's stamp on verso of lower
wrapper; bookseller's stamp on title page,
some foxing throughout, lower fore-corners
of leaves and wrappers lightly bruised; His
Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1942.
Issued for the Air Ministry by the Ministry of
Information. *The Levine copy.
$30
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68.
Great Britain, Ministry of Information.
		 BY AIR TO BATTLE.

The Official Account of the British First and
Sixth Airborne Divisions. Pp. 144, text maps and
diagrams; demy 8vo; printed stiff paper wrappers,
stapled, edges lightly worn, bottom corner near
backstrip fold bruised (both wrappers and leaves),
bookseller's sticker on upper wrapper; leaves lightly
browned and foxed; Her Majesty's Stationery
Office, London, 1945. First edition. *The Levine
copy. Official account of the activities of the British
Airborne Divisions during WWII.
$50

Great Britain,
Ministry of Information.
THE EIGHTH ARMY.

74.
Great Britain, Ministry of Information.
		
MERCHANTMEN AT WAR.

The Official Story of the Merchant Navy:
1939–1944. Pp. 144, text illustrations and
maps; small cr. 4to; pictorial paper wrappers,
stapled (staples rusted), edges lightly worn,
1.5 cm. closed tear from centre fore-edge
into lower wrapper, With Compliments label
(worn), laid on upper wrapper; a little light
foxing; His Majesty's Stationery Office,
London, 1942. *The Ingleton copy, with green
stamped Ingleton Catalogue No. on a lower
page. Later from the library of David Levine.
Prepared for the Ministry of War Transport.
$40

69.

75.

Great Britain,
Ministry of Information.
THERE'S FREEDOM IN THE AIR.

September 1941 to January 1943. Pp. 104, text
illustrations and maps; small cr. 4to; pictorial
paper wrappers, stapled, the wrappers creased
and lightly worn, two old prices in pencil and
ink on upper wrapper; leaves lightly soiled; His
Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1944. The
Army at War series. *The Levine copy.
$40

Pp. 36, text illustrations; small cr. 4to;
pictorial paper wrappers, stapled (staples
rusted), wrappers lightly browned and foxed;
ownership inscription at head of title page,
edges of leaves lightly browned; His Majesty's
Stationery Office, London, 1944. *The
Levine copy. The official story of the Allied Air
Forces from the occupied countries.
$40

70.
Great Britain, Ministry of Information.
		
FLEET AIR ARM.

Pp. 128, text illustrations and maps; small cr.
4to; pictorial paper wrappers, stapled (staples
rusted), soiled, edges lightly worn and chipped,
upper wrapper lightly creased and with stamp
and remains of price sticker; edges of leaves
lightly foxed; His Majesty's Stationery Office,
London, 1943. *The Levine copy. The Admiralty
account of naval air operations.
$40

71.

Great Britain,
Ministry of Information.
HIS MAJESTY'S MINESWEEPERS.

Great Britain, Ministry of Information.
HIS MAJESTY'S SUBMARINES.

Pp. 64, 14 plates (2 double page); demy 8vo;
pictorial paper wrappers, stapled (staples rusted),
edges lightly rubbed, creased and chipped,
backstrip fold lightly split, bookseller's sticker on
upper wrapper; His Majesty's Stationery Office,
London, 1945. *The Levine copy.
$40

73.

Great Britain,
Ministry of Information.
THE MEDITERRANEAN FLEET.

Greece to Tripoli. The Admiralty Account
of Naval Operations April 1941 to January
1943. Pp. 96, text illustrations and maps;
small cr. 4to; pictorial paper wrappers, stapled
(staples rusted), wrappers lightly soiled and
creased, edges lightly worn; edges of leaves
lightly foxed; His Majesty's Stationery Office,
London, 1944. *The Levine copy.
$40

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller

Great Britain, Parliamentary Paper. Admiralty,
Gunnery Branch.
RESULT OF TEST OF GUNLAYERS WITH HEAVY GUNS
AND LIGHT Q.F. GUNS IN HIS MAJESTY'S FLEET, 1914.

A narrative based mainly on British official
documents. Pp. 38(last blank); f'cap. folio; printed
blue paper wrappers, stabbed and tied, split and
lightly frayed along portions of backstrip fold,
cancelled H.M.A.S. Cerberus stamp on upper
wrapper; lower fore-corners of leaves lightly
creased, last leaf and lower wrapper with 3 cm.
closed tear from top edge and with top fore-corners
lightly creased; His Majesty's Stationery Office,
London, 1919. *The Levine copy.
$60

77.
Great Britain, Royal Air Force.
DRESS REGULATIONS FOR OFFICERS
OF THE ROYAL AIR FORCE.

Pp. 64, text illustrations and maps; small cr.
4to; pictorial paper wrappers, stapled (staples
rusted), edges lightly worn, slightly split
along lower portion of upper backstrip fold;
bookseller's sticker on verso of upper wrapper,
lower fore-corners lightly creased, edges lightly
foxed; His Majesty's Stationery Office,
London, 1942. *The Levine copy.
$40

72.

76.

Pp. iv+28(last 2 blank), 10 plates, appendices,
index; demy 4to; printed stiff blue paper
wrappers, lower wrapper slightly surface damaged,
vertical crease at centre, lower fore-corner of
upper wrapper (and several leaves) lightly creased,
H.M.S.O. sold stamp on upper wrapper and title
page; His Majesty's Stationery Office, London,
1940. With loosely inserted 2 pp. flight report,
and two folded pages of inked notes.
$50

78.
Hamilton (General Sir Ian)
AUSTRALIA'S GLORIOUS DAY, April 25th, 1915.

General Sir Ian Hamilton's Despatch. The Official Story of the
Landing and Attack by Our Combined Forces at the Dardanelles.
Also Australia's Roll of Honor: the first 18 Casualty Lists. Pp. 64,
frontispiece map plus full page illustrations; [together with] GENERAL
SIR IAN HAMILTON'S SECOND DESPATCH. The Official Story
of the Continued Fighting by our Combined Forces at the Dardanelles.
Also Australia's Roll of Honor: Casualty Lists from Numbers 18 to
40. Pp. 72, frontispiece
plus full page illustrations;
o b l o n g 8 vo ; p r i n t e d
paper wrappers, stapled,
the first volume a trifle
foxed and with tiny
chips at head and foot of
backstrip, fore-corners
faintly creased, the second
volume foxed and slightly
soiled, edges creased and
split, with small piece torn from foot of backstrip and tape repair to
bottom edge of upper wrapper near backstrip, bookseller's stamp on
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verso of upper wrapper of first volume; a few leaves slightly creased,
a little light foxing (heavier in second volume) and occasional slight
soiling; Turner & Sons, Publishers, Sydney, 1915. First editions.
*With the bookplate of G. & N. Ingleton on verso of upper
wrappers, and the green stamped Ingleton Catalogue number on last
text leaves. Later from the library of David Levine.
$250

79.
Hamilton (Sir Ian)
THE DARDANELLES. An Epic told in Pictures [cover title].

P p. 1 1 0 + [ 2 ] ( c o l o p h o n ,
blank), comprising title page,
93 full page photographic
illustrations, full page map,
and 14 page 'Description of
the Operations from General
Sir Ian Hamilton's despatch';
small oblong cr. 4to; stiff
brown paper wrappers,
l e t t e re d a n d e m b o s s e d
in dark brown & blind,
with photographic onlay
(Walker's Ridge, Anzac) on
upper wrapper, the onlay lightly foxed and the lower wrapper slightly
marked; bookseller's sticker at foot of verso of upper wrapper; title
and photographic plates lightly foxed, mainly at edges, the heavier
stock text paper quite heavily foxed; The Alfieri Picture Service,
London, n.d.[1916]. First edition. *The Levine copy.
$250

80.

Hay (Ian)
THE BATTLE OF FLANDERS 1940.

Pp. 64, text plus endpaper maps; demy 8vo; printed
stiff paper wrappers, stapled, browned and marked,
edges lightly worn and with splits into upper wrapper;
ownership name on title page, leaves browned;
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1941.
First edition. *The Levine copy, with bookplate
on title page, obscuring imprint.
$25

(Abridged edition). Pp. 32; cr. 8vo; printed stiff
paper wrappers, darkened, small chips and split in
fore-edge of upper wrapper, which also bears the
With compliments of Orient Steam Navigation
Co., Ltd. stamp; leaves browned; Stevens and
Sons Limited, London, 1917. *The Ingleton copy,
with the bookplate of G. & N. Ingleton on verso
of upper wrapper, and the green stamped Ingleton
Catalogue No. on verso of lower wrapper. Later
from the library of David Levine.
$50

$500

84.
Hurd (Archibald)
SUBMARINES AND ZEPPELINS IN WARFARE AND
OUTRAGE [cover title].

Pp. 22; cr. 8vo; printed paper wrappers, stapled
(staples rusted), wrappers lightly soiled and foxed,
bottom edges lightly bruised; Sir Joseph Causton
& Sons, Limited, London, 1916. First edition.
*The Levine copy.			
$50

85.
Imperial War Graves Commission.
TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE IMPERIAL
WAR GRAVES COMMISSION.

$95

86.
Ingleton (G. C.)
WATCHDOGS INFERNAL & IMPERIAL.

Der Fuhrer des Deutschen Reiches. A Short Account of his Life and
Work. Illustrated by C. H. Drummond. Pp.
80, text illustrations, vocabulary and notes,
[title and 2 page preface in English, text in
German]; small demy 12mo; printed green
paper wrappers, with line drawing on upper
wrapper; stabbed & tied, wrappers slightly
browned at edges; lower fore-corner of a few
leaves towards end lightly creased; George G.
Harrap & Company Ltd., London, 1935.
Harrap's Bilingual series/Harrap's Plain Texts in
German. *The Levine copy. In the general preface
the authors state that 'The life of Hitler in the
following pages is based largely on the account in
Hitler's autobiography, Mein Kampf. It has been reviewed and
passed by the new special Censors' Bureau in Munich.'
$150

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller

Borough of Daylesford. Certificate
presented to L. A. Hoath by the
Mayor, Councillors and Ratepayers
of the Borough of Daylesford,
in grateful recognition and high
appreciation of the noble services
rendered for King and Country in
the World War, 1939–1945. Given
under the Seal of the Borough
of Daylesford this seventh day
of June 1948. Coloured pictorial
certificate, depicting air, sea and
land personnel, signed by the
Mayor and Town Clerk, and with
the Borough seal affixed; 37 cm.
x 27.2 cm.; some waterstaining
and slight soiling; laid on backing
board; glazed and framed; Daylesford, Victoria, 1948.

Pp. 40(last colophon), coloured frontispiece,
12 black & white plates, appendices; med. 8vo;
original printed wrappers, stitched, within plain
green cloth boards (the cloth slightly marked and
bubbled); patterned endpapers; His Majesty's
Stationery Office, London, 1949. *Inscribed
on recto of frontispiece: 'Cairo—4th May '49—
Shephard's Hotel. Luncheon given by Brigadier
Higginson [Secretary I.W.G.C.] to The Egyptian
Minister of Finance, " Canadian Commissioner
" Acting Australian Commissioner', below six
signatures, including that of Brigadier R. Higginson.

81.
Higgins (A. Pearce)
DEFENSIVELY-ARMED MERCHANT SHIPS AND
SUBMARINE WARFARE.

82.
Hitler, Adolf: Schulze (Kurt) & H. E. Lewington.
ADOLF HITLER.

83.
Hoath (L. A.)
FOR DUTY NOBLY DONE IN FREEDOM'S CAUSE.

Warships Cerberus Records of Service. Pp. 32, frontispiece, text
illustrations; post 8vo; blue paper wrappers, yapp
edges, the upper wrapper lettered and decorated
in red, stabbed and tied, wrappers lightly marked;
hinge starting at one point; Golden Lantern,
Adelaide, 1934. First edition. Farmer p. 49.
*The Ingleton copy, with the bookplate of G.
& N. Ingleton on verso of upper wrapper, and
the green stamped Ingleton Catalogue No. on
verso of lower wrapper. Later from the library
of David Levine. Signed by the author on title
page. Details the eight warships bearing the
name Cerberus, from the first Royal Naval vessel
in 1871 to the eighth, built in 1924, designated
tender to Flinders Naval Depot, Westernport, Victoria.
$75
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87.
Inter-Allied Information Committee.
CONDITIONS IN OCCUPIED TERRITORIES.

A series of reports issued by the Inter-Allied Information Committee,
London. Numbers 1–8 [of 9].
1: The Axis system of hostages;
2: Rationing under Axis rule;
3. Religious Persecution;
4: Axis oppression of education;
5: The penetration of German capital into
Europe;					
6: Persecution of the Jews;
7: Women under Axis rule;
8: Slave labour and deportation.
Each between 16 & 24 pp., self wrappers,
stapled, the outer leaves lightly browned
(more so for No. 1, which is also lightly split along backstrip fold),
some edges lightly creased or split, some staples rusted, ownership name
and date (1942–1944) of P. Th. de Yong at head of front panels; roy.
8vo; His Majesty's Stationery Office, London, n.d.[1942–1944]. *A
ninth number was issued in 1945. Nos. 1–7 issued by the Inter-Allied
Information Committee, 8–9 by the United Nations Information
Organisation.					
$350

88.

Jellicoe (John Rushworth)
FARWELL CONCERT to Admiral of the Fleet
Viscount Jellicoe

,... and Officers of H.M.S "New Zealand," by the
Conservatorium Choir and Orchestra . . . . Souvenir
Programme for concert held at Sydney Town Hall
on Thursday, 14th August, 1919. Pp. 16; demy
8vo; pictorial printed paper wrappers, stapled (the
staples rusted), wrappers lightly foxed and browned,
backstrip fold slightly split; Government Printer,
Sydney, 1919. *The Levine copy.
$60

89.
Kipling (Rudyard)
THE KING'S PILGRIMAGE.

Pp.[48], photographic frontispiece, title page
vignette, and 56 plates; small cr. 4to; stiff violet
paper wrappers, upper wrapper lettered in white
and with small coloured pictorial onlay (which
is faintly foxed), the wrapper edges faded, forecorners slightly creased, piece torn from bottom
edge of lower wrapper, the backstrip chipped,
faded and creased; bookseller's stamp at foot of
blank preliminary leaf, hinges starting at several
points, a little light foxing; Hodder and Stoughton, Limited, London,
1922. First U.K. edition, wrapper issue. Richards A337. *The Levine
copy. A commemoration of the 1922 tour by King George V of English
war graves in Belgium and France. Includes Kipling's poem, The King's
Pilgrimage, (first published on 15 May 1922 in The Times, London, and
in New York in The World), plus the text of a speech written by Kipling
(but not credited at the time) delivered by the King at Terlinchtun
British Cemetery. The rest of the text is by Frank Fox.
$60

90.

Koenig (Charles, Thomas & Tillie)
THE KOENIG LETTERS.

The Correspondence of Charles, Thomas and Tillie
Koenig during the First World War. Edited by
John Pearson. Pp. [iv]+32, illustrations, full page
map; small cr. 4to; pictorial glazed paper wrappers,
stapled, faintly soiled, edges a trifle rubbed, bottom
fore-corner of upper wrapper slightly creased;
Centre for Gippsland Studies, Gippsland
Institute of Advanced Education, Churchill,
Victoria,1990. First edition.
$20

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller

91.
Lewis (Michael)
BRITISH SHIPS AND BRITISH SEAMEN.

Pp. 56(last blank), 8 plates; demy 8vo; printed stiff
paper wrappers, edges lightly worn; bookseller's
sticker on verso of upper wrapper, light foxing;
The British Council/Longmans Green & Co.,
London, 1944. Third edition, revised, reprinted.
British Life and Thought: No. 7. *The Ingleton copy,
with the bookplate of G. & N. Ingleton on verso
of upper wrapper, and the green stamped Ingleton
Catalogue No. on verso of lower wrapper. Later
from the library of David Levine.
$25

92.
Leyland (John)
THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE BRITISH NAVY IN THE
WORLD-WAR.

Pp. viii+96(last blank), frontispiece, 10 plates,
2 folding maps at end; cr. 8vo; pictorial printed
paper wrappers, stitched, foxed and browned,
lightly worn at head and tail of backstrip; With
Compliments stamp of the Overseas Club,
London, on half-title page, hinge cracked at
centre, fore-corners of leaves a trifle bruised;
Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1917. First
edition. *The Ingleton copy, with the bookplate
of G. & N. Ingleton on verso of upper wrapper,
and the green stamped Ingleton Catalogue
No. on verso of lower wrapper. Later from
the library of David Levine.
$50

93.
Leyland (John)
SOUVENIR OF THE GREAT NAVAL BATTLE and Roll of
Honour.
Pp. 32, illustrated, pictorial advertisements,
printed in brown, mostly within decorative
border; roy. 4to; pictorial printed stiff
green paper wrappers, printed in red and
green, with a mounted sepia portrait of
Sir John Jellicoe on upper wrapper (some
closed tears into plate), stapled, edges
lightly worn, fore-corners of wrappers
and leaves lightly creased or chipped;
occasional soiling; United Newspapers Ltd.,
London, n.d.[1916]. *The Levine copy.
Includes the Battle of Jutland.
$75

94.
Longstaff (Captain Will) Artist.
MENIN GATE AT MIDNIGHT (Or "The Ghosts of Menin
Gate").

The story of Captain Will Longstaff's Great Allegorical Painting. [Cover
title "The Gate of Eternal Memories]. Pp. [16], text illustrations,
including a double page central spread, printed
in brown; pictorial paper wrappers, printed
in brown, stapled, foxed and lightly rubbed,
bottom edge of backstrip lightly chipped; vertical
fold at centre; [The Australian War Memorial,
Melbourne], n.d. Reprinted? *The Levine copy.
The first printing comprised 36 pp. The war
artist Will Longstaff served in the Australian
Forces during the First World War. His famous
allegorical painting, Menin Gate at Midnight, was
inspired by the unveiling ceremony of the Menin
Gate Memorial in Ypres, on Sunday 24th July,
1927. When the picture was exhibited in London
early in 1928, it attracted widespread attention, and was purchased for
2000 guineas by Lord Woolavington, who immediately offered it to the
Australian Government. After exhibition in Manchester and Glasgow,
it was shipped to the War Memorial in Canberra. One thousand
reproductions of the painting were made in 1928 under Longstaff's
direction, and signed by him. He retained 200 of these to cover his
costs and presented 400 to the Returned Sailor's and Airmen's Imperial
League of Australia for sale through the Australian War Memorial. The
remaining 400 copies were given to the Earl Haig Fund, all to be sold
at ten guineas each. The copies allotted to the War Memorial sold out
by October 1929, at which time the Memorial produced a cheaper
version which received wide commercial distribution.
$50
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100.
Neate (J. C.) Artist
DOWNED JAPANESE PLANE.

95.
Love (Ben)
SANANANDA. DECEMBER 1942–JANUARY
1943. The diary of Ben Love [cover title].

Original watercolour; signed 'J. C. Neate N.G. 1944' lower left.

Pp. 16; med. 8vo; printed paper wrappers, stapled,
the lower wrapper slightly silverfished, upper wrapper
a trifle scratched and creased; n.p., n.d. *Trooper
Love's short diary recorded his time in New Guinea
from December 13, 1942 to January 30.
$35

96.
Mahlstedt (A.)
OUT HUNTING WITH THE "KRONPRINZ
WILHELM".

April 1915. I.D. 1034. By Paymaster A.
Mahlstedt. Translated from "Koeler Zeitung 25th
April 1915. Pp. 8; printed blue paper wrappers,
stabbed and tied, with cancelled official stamp on
upper wrapper, light horizontal fold, lightly soiled;
Admiralty War Staff, Intelligence Division,
[London], 1916. *The Ingleton copy, with
the bookplate of G. & N. Ingleton on verso of
upper wrapper, and the green stamped Ingleton
Catalogue No. on verso of lower wrapper. Later
from the library of David Levine.
$100

101.
The New Yorker.
THE NEW YORKER.

97.
Mills (J. Saxon)
THE GATHERING OF THE CLANS.

Overseas Edition for Armed Forces: May
27,1944. Vol. 1, No. 10. Pp. 24, illustrated; small
med. 8vo; coloured pictorial printed wrappers,
stapled, lightly foxed, backstrip fold slightly
split; leaves browned and foxed, lower forecorners (including wrappers) lightly creased; The
New Yorker Magazine, New York, 1944. *The
Levine copy. Material is reprinted unabridged
from The New Yorker Magazine.
$40

(New edition). Pp. [ii]+54, frontispiece, 13
plates; cr. 8vo; pictorial paper wrappers, stapled
(staples rusted), wrappers lightly soiled, upper
wrapper bearing the With compliments stamp
of the Orient Steam Navigation Co., Ltd. ;
bookseller's sticker on verso of upper wrapper;
T. Fisher Unwin Ltd, London, 1917. *The
Levine copy. How the British Dominions
and dependencies have helped in the war.'
Includes Australia and New Zealand.
$50

98.

Morris (Major-General Basil M.)
PHOTOGRAPH OF MAJOR-GENERAL
BASIL M. MORRIS.

Black & white photograph, approx. 16.5 cm. x
12 cm; Australian War Memorial, Canberra,
no date. *Major-General Basil Morris CBE,
DSO (19.12.1888–5.4.1975) served in both
World Wars and in PNG in WWII.
$25

99.
Naval Souvenir.
Visit of THE PRINCE OF WALES to Sydney, 1920.
Pp. 48, illustrated; obl. small cr.
8vo; pictorial paper wrappers,
lightly soiled and browned, some
chipping to lower edge of upper
wrapper (and first few leaves of text);
stapled (the staples rusted); Sunday
Times' Newspaper Co., Ltd./
Morton's Ltd. [Printer], Sydney,
1920. *The Levine copy.
$120

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller

17.5 cm. x 23.5 cm; mounted, glazed and framed. *Possibly the work
of Corporal John Clarence Neate, SX 22569, 6 Div., AMF, who
received a Mention in Despatches for Distinguished services SouthWest Pacific Area.					
$1,200

102.
New Zealand Volunteer Force: Lindsay (James)
MILITARY COMMISSION, dated 3rd July 1871,

signed (on behalf of Queen Victoria) by the New Zealand Governor,
Sir George Ferguson Bowen, appointing James Lindsay to be a SubLieutenant in the Howick Troop, Royal Cavalry, countersigned
(November 7th 1872), by Wm. Hall, with the seal of the Colony affixed,
registered in the Office of the Inspector of Militia and Volunteers [by]
Lieut.-Colonel Phillip Harrington, and signed by him below the seal;
parchment sheet,
33.5 cm. x 22
cm.; slightly soiled
and foxed, with
a couple of small
damp spots and
two tiny holes;
mounted on a later
stiff card backing
sheet (with several
damp stains along
bottom edge),
and contained
within a grey
paper portfolio, which is slightly silverfished; New Zealand, 1871.
*From the library of Australian bibliophile Geoffrey Ingleton,
with his bookplate and small green ink catalogue number on verso
of mount, and the bookplate again on verso of upper wrapper of
the portfolio. Sir George Ferguson Bowen (1821–1899) was a
distinguished colonial administrator, who was appointed the first
Governor of Queensland in 1859. Eight years later he became
Governor of New Zealand, and in 1872 he returned to Australia
as Governor of Victoria. He then served as Governor of Mauritius,
and finished his career as Governor of Hong Kong.
$1,200
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103.
Nieuport postcards.
NIEUPORT.

Avant et apres le guerre 1914–1918;
Before and after the war of 1914–1918
[cover title]. Text in French and English.
A booklet of 20 postcards, two per page
(18 cm. x 14 cm., oblong), perforated, all
but first page with tissue guard; printed
stiff cream card, stapled, the upper
wrapper with coloured image of the
Belgium national flag, wrappers slightly marked and soiled; Nels/Ern.
Thill, Bruxelles, n.d.[c.1918?]. *The Levine copy.
$75

poet and author Sir Walter Alexander Raleigh (1861–1922) was the
first holder of the Chair of English Literature at Oxford University. For
the Times Broadsheets he selected passages from the Bible and extracts
from works by mainly English writers: Blake, Defoe, Dickens, Kipling,
Scott, Shakespeare, Stevenson, etc., plus poems by Burns, Tennyson,
Wordsworth, a.o. Most of the authors were English and almost all were
men. (There is one extract from Pride and Prejudice). Series 5, Set 25
includes 'Australasian Poets': A. B. Paterson and George Essex Evans.
Set 27 includes Canadian poets. The first envelopes were pictorial, but
from Series 3 onwards, the illustrations were removed and more space
for writing the recipient's address was provided. From Series 4 onwards,
a short list of contents was printed on the envelope.
$750

104.
Pacini (John)
		 WITH THE RAN TO TOKIO.

108.
Recruiting, Victoria Barrack (Director-General of )
GERMAN ATROCITIES.

Navy Souvenir Number [cover title]. Pp.
52(including wrappers), numerous illustrations
(some full page); small demy 4to; coloured
pictorial paper wrappers, stapled, slightly creased,
edges lightly rubbed, with a couple of tiny chips,
bookseller's sticker on verso of upper wrapper;
a little faint foxing and soiling; United Press/
The Herald & Weekly Times Ltd, Melbourne,
n.d.[1946?]. *The Levine copy.
$30

105.
Pamphlets on War series.
THE WAR ON HOSPITAL SHIPS.

109.
Robinson (Commander C. N.) Editor.
CELEBRITIES OF THE ARMY.

With narratives of eye-witnesses and British and
German diplomatic correspondence. Pp. 40; demy
8vo; printed paper wrappers, stapled, browned,
With Compliments stamp of the Overseas Club,
London, on upper wrapper; leaves browned;
T. Fisher Unwin Ltd, London, 1918. Second
and revised edition. *The Ingleton copy, with
the bookplate of G. & N. Ingleton on verso of
upper wrapper, and the green stamped Ingleton
Catalogue No. on recto of lower wrapper. Later
from the library of David Levine.
$120

106.

Pasquinelli (Ferdinando)
LES EX-LIBRIS MILITAIRES.

Orne de 10 figures. [Text in French]. Pp. 12, 10
text figures; med. 8vo; printed paper wrappers,
stapled, slightly soiled and worn, the upper wrapper
a trifle silverfished, short split at foot of backstrip;
pages faintly browned; Librairie Heraldique,
Paris, 1919. *Edited by J. Daragon.
$50

107.
Raleigh (Sir Walter)
THE TIMES BROADSHEETS FOR SOLDIERS AND
SAILORS.

Pa r t s 1 – X V I I I , c o m p l e t e . Pa r t s
consecutively paginated 1–144, with full
page coloured portraits; impl 4to; stiff
green or red printed paper wrappers,
worn and soiled (some Parts more than
others), edges faded or browned, stapled,
supplier's stamp on the upper wrapper
of Parts V–IX, Parts XI–XVIII, Part I
backstrip split, Part VI ink inscription
on the upper wrapper; George Newnes,
Limited, London, n.d.[c.1900]. *Parts
I and II state 'To be completed in about
12 sixpenny fortnightly parts', Parts III to XII state 'To be completed
in Twelve or more Fortnightly Sixpenny Parts', Parts XIII to XV
state 'To be completed in Eighteen Sixpenny Parts' and Parts XVI
to XVIII state 'This Publication will be completed in 18 Fortnightly
Parts. All back numbers are still obtainable. Handsome Cloth Cases
(with Title page and Index) are in preparation, price 2/6, Post free,
2/9'. First published in Navy & Army Illustrated in the lead up to
the Boer War. Each issue includes short biographies and a full page
colour portrait of one of the 'Celebrities', mostly of senior military
personnel who were actively engaged in the Boer War.
$300

110.
Robinson (W. Heath)
THE SAINTLY HUN.

A bound run of 180 broadsheets,
Series 1 to 5, complete, with the
printed portion of the original
envelopes bound in for all except
the final set; post 4to; brown
buckram, with gilt lettered maroon
leather title label on spine, boards
slightly soiled, flecked and rubbed;
uncut; printed on newspaper stock
which is browned and brittle,
the edges at times chipped or
split, with early repairs to edges
of the first two broadsheets, a
little light foxing and soiling; The
Times Office, London, [1915–
1919?]. *The Levine copy. 'These Broadsheets are published to meet
an urgent demand from Soldiers in the trenches and men with the
Fleet for the best literature in a portable form. They can be enclosed
in letters. The passages were selected by Sir Walter Raleigh' [envelope
blurb]. The broadsheets were issued in five series, each composed of
six numbered sets containing six individual broadsheets intended for
posting in the envelope provided to those on active service. Scholar,

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller

Germany and Inhumanity versus Humanity
and Christianity [cover title]. Pp. 48, 1 portrait
(Viscount Bryce); small med. 16mo; printed
grey paper wrappers, stapled (staples rusted),
edges of wrappers lightly rubbed and faded,
wrappers lightly creased; lower fore-corners of
leaves slightly worn, with several lightly creased;
Government Printer, Melbourne, 1917.
*The Levine copy. Issued by the DirectorGeneral of Recruiting, Victoria Barracks,
Melbourne, for free distribution.
$60

A book of German virtues. Pp. 48, illustrated throughout; f'cap. folio;
printed paper wrappers, with coloured pictorial
onlaid illustration by Heath Robinson on the
upper wrapper and advertisements on reverse,
stapled, slightly soiled and creased, with a little
light foxing, the edges lightly creased and split;
pages browned, several fore-corners creased, a few
small edge tears, a little light foxing; Duckworth
& Co., London, n.d.[1917]. First edition.
*The Levine copy. 'In each World War, Heath
Robinson demonstrated his ability to counter,
by the application of gentle satire and absurdity,
both the pompous German propaganda and the
fear and depression engendered by the horrors of
war' [Heath Robinson Museum].
$350
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111.
Royal Australian Navy.
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY JUBILEE
SOUVENIR.

116.
Silas (Signaller Ellis)
CRUSADING AT ANZAC anno Domini 1915.

Pp. 48, 8 coloured plates, numerous black &
white illustrations; wide impl. 8vo; pictorial
paper wrappers, stapled, a trifle soiled, edges
lightly rubbed and corners slightly creased;
title page lightly soiled, a little offsetting, one
plate printed off-register; Department of the
Navy, Canberra, n.d.[c. 1961].
$25

112.

Royal Australian Navy:
Chubb (William) Editor.
		
A SOUVENIR OF H. M.
AUSTRALIAN
SQUADRON. 1907.

Photographs by permission of His
Excellency The Naval Commander
in Chief, Sir Wilmot H. Fawkes,
K.C.B., K.C.V.O., and the officer
in charge of naval establishments
in Sydney, Captain C. L. Napier.
Pp. 32, illustrated throughout;
obl. cr. 8vo; red paper wrappers, upper wrapper lettered in gilt,
stapled, upper wrapper lightly marked, edges slightly worn and
creased; N.S.W. Bookstall Co., Sydney, 1907. *The Ingleton
copy, with the bookplate of G. & N. Ingleton on verso of upper
wrapper, and the green stamped Ingleton Catalogue No. on verso of
lower wrapper. Later from the library of David Levine.
$60

113.

Royal Norwegian Government
Information Office.
ARCTIC WAR.

A deeply interesting and historical
series of views depicting the heroism
of our gallant Anzac boys on the field
of battle. By the War Correspondent
of the "Age". Pp. [32], numerous
photographic illustrations (several full
page), full page map, tinted decorative
borders; oblong 8vo; pictorial paper
wrappers, stapled, lightly foxed and
creased, edges slightly faded and
rubbed; several leaves slightly creased, the staples rusted and central
leaf detached, a couple of short edge splits, scattered light foxing
and soiling; Osboldstone & Co., Melbourne, n.d.[1916]. First
edition. Fielding and O'Neill, p. 254. *The Levine copy.
$150

115.
Seattle Post Intelligencer.
SEATTLE POST INTELLIGENCER,
VOL. CXXIX, No. 16.

Seattle, September 17, 1945. 'Jap slaughter
of Aussie nurses told'. Pp. 12, broadsheet
newspaper, folded, a trifle worn, browned
and with occasional chips and small splits;
Seattle, 1945. *Published immediately after
WWII, this American newspaper contains
much news about the war, including a
report of the beach massacre of Australian
nurses under Vivian Bullwinkle. Many
other reports pertaining to WWII also
appear in the paper.
$100

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller

117.
Stead (Henry)
THE GREAT WAR.

Pp. 60, illustrated, double page map; roy. 12mo; pictorial
printed paper wrappers, stapled, lightly soiled, edges
worn, with tape repairs along backstrip fold and with a 2.5
cm. x 1.5 cm. piece torn from lower fore-corner of upper
wrapper, contents loose from lower staple; bookseller's
sticker at foot of title page, offset on verso; T. & G.
Building, Melbourne (and Alfred G. Stork, Sydney),
n.d.[1915?]. First edition. *The Levine copy.
$50

118.

Norway's role on the Northern Front. Pp. 64,
text illustrations; small cr. 4to; pictorial paper
wrappers, stapled (staples rusted), wrappers
lightly browned, edges slightly worn; lower
fore-corners of several leaves lightly creased;
Royal Norwegian Government Information
Office, His Majesty's Stationery Office,
London, 1945. *The Levine copy.
$30

114.
Schuler (Phillip Frederick Edward)
THE BATTLEFIELDS OF ANZAC.

Pictured and described by Signaller Ellis Silas, A Soldier Artist serving
with the Australian Expeditionary Force. Forewords by General Sir
Ian Hamilton and General Sir William
Birdwood. Pp. [88](last colophon),
one portrait plate, plus 40 full page
illustrations; oblong 4to; pictorial
paper wrappers, slightly soiled, edges
lightly rubbed and split; text block
browned, the plate lightly water stained,
a few short edge splits, a little light
foxing and occasional creasing; The
British-Australasian, London, 1916. Second edition. Dornbusch
365, noting the second edition only; Fielding and O'Neill, p. 254
(no edition or impression details). *The Levine copy. One of the
first books by an individual soldier recording the war and one of the
earliest first-hand accounts of the Gallipoli Campaign.
$750

Terry (C. Sanford)
THE BATTLE OF JUTLAND BANK,
May 31–June 1, 1916.

The dispatches of Admiral Sir John Jellicoe
and Vice-Admiral Sir David Beatty. Pp. 100,
frontispiece (scene of the battle), double page chart
of the battle, text figures, index; cr. 8vo; printed
stiff paper wrappers, browned, price inked out
on upper wrapper; verso of upper wrapper and
recto of frontispiece marked, small paper split at
foot of lower hinge; Oxford University Press/
Humphrey Milford, London, 1916. Second
edition, revised. *The Levine copy.
$40

119.
Thomas (W. Beach)
EVENTS OF THE GREAT WAR.

Pp. [ii]+78, text maps; f'cap. 8vo; printed stiff paper
wrappers; George Routledge & Sons, Ltd., London,
1930. First edition. Routledge Introductions
No. 22. *The Levine copy. 'A graphic and concise
account of the main events of the Great War, both
by land and sea, written by one of our leading warcorrespondents.' [cover blurb].
$30

120.
Thwaites (Michael)
THE JERVIS BAY and Other Poems.

Royal Medal for Poetry, 1939, Newdigate Prize, 1939. Pp. [viii]+60(last
blank); price-clipped pictorial paper wrappers
over thin card, lightly soiled, backstrip folds
lightly split and worn; top edges of leaves lightly
foxed; Putnam & Company Ltd., London,
1943. First edition. *The Levine copy. Includes
several war poems. Michael Thwaites is the
only Australian to have won Oxford's annual
Newdigate Prize for poetry. At the time, 1938, he
was a Rhodes Scholar at the university. In 1940,
during the Second World War, he became the first
Australian to win the King's Medal for poetry,
in succession to W.H. Auden.
$50
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121.
Turner (C. E. Sutton)
THE STORY OF BELGIUM:

from prosperity to desolation;
murder, rapine and ruin. A
Description of the Wonderful
Ancient Towns and Cities of
Belgium, and the Destruction
wrought in them by the German
troops. Also an account of the
Barbarities, Murders, Mutilations
and other atrocities of which the German Officers and Men have
been proved to be guilty. Pp. 80, printed double column, frontispiece,
text illustrations (some full page); oblong 8vo; pictorial paper
wrappers, slightly foxed, edges lightly rubbed and creased; text
block browned, short split to bottom edge pp. 77/8, a little light
foxing; Turner & Sons, Sydney, 1915. First edition. *The Levine
copy. Published under the Patronage of the Belgian Consul, with
proceeds from sales donated to the Belgian Relief Fund.
$250

122.
Union of Democratic Control.
THE SECRET INTERNATIONAL.

Armaments firms at work. Pp. 48; med. 8vo;
printed paper wrappers, stapled, lightly browned,
edges lightly split and worn, paper starting
at staples; leaves browned, some foxing; The
Union of Democratic Control, London,
n.d.[1932?]. First edition. *From the library
of Sydney bibliophile David Levine, with his
bookplate on verso of upper wrapper.
$25

123.
Unknown soldier.
LETTER FROM AN UNIDENTIFIED SOLDIER, written
somewhere in France during the First World War.

Seven page (4to) letter [stencil, rectos
only, with autograph notations]
from 'Geoff ' to his 'Family'
describing events in the trenches
during WWI, dated 'Tuesday
Sept. 28'. The letter, possibly from
an A.I.F. soldier, describes the
difficulties of trench life, the delight
of food parcels and the frustration
of not knowing the whereabouts
of a friend or family member,
who was wounded and traced to
the 7th Field Dressing Station
and passed down to 'Haazebruke'
(probably Hazebrouck in Northern
France); r usted paperclip at
top left, vertical fold at centre,
leaves browned with some edge wear, lightly soiled and foxed,
occasional penned corrections and censor marks (striking out
some numbers of officers and men; n.d.[c.1915].
$150

125.
Vanity Fair caricature: Jameson (Surgeon-General)
		
ARMY MEDICAL.

Caricature of Surgeon-General
Jameson, by Spy; image 34.5 cm. x 20
cm.; mounted; published in Vanity
Fair, 1 August, 1901. Mathews &
Mellini 1.8.1901, Issue 1709, Men
of the Day No. 817.
$400

126.

Vanity Fair caricature:
Pasha (Admiral Hobart)
HOBART PASHA.

Caricature of Augustus Charles
Hobart-Hampden (English naval
captain, Turkish admiral, third son
of the 6th Earl of Buckinghamshire)
by Spy; image 31 cm. x 18.5 cm.;
mounted; published in Vanity Fair, 1 June, 1878. Mathews &
Mellini 1.6.1878, Issue 500, Men of the Day No.179.
$350

127.
Vince (Charles)
THE CREW WERE SAVED.

Pp. 32, illustrated, including a double page central
spread; pictorial paper wrappers, stapled, lightly
soiled and foxed, with a couple of inked scribbles to
lower wrapper, the edges and backstrip rubbed; inked
gift inscription (dated 1946) on title page, a little light
foxing and soiling; The British Council/Longmans,
Green, and Co., London, 1944. First edition.
Britain Advances series, number 20.
$30

128.
Warner (R. Malcolm) Artist
2-5TH A.G.H.
BOOTLESS INLET.

Original watercolour, signed 'R. Malcolm Warner Moresby July 45' in
the bottom fore-corner; 36 cm. x 46 cm.; within mount which is lettered
'2-5th A.G.H. Bootless Inlet' along bottom edge; glazed and framed.

124.
Vanity Fair caricature: Forbes (Archibald)
		
THOROUGH.

Caricature of Archibald Forbes,
by Ape; image 31 cm. x 18.5 cm.;
mounted; published in Vanity
Fair, 5 January, 1878. Mathews &
Mellini 5.1.1878, Issue 479, Men of
the Day No. 169.
$400

*Ralph Malcolm Warner (1902–1987) was born in Geelong. A selftaught watercolourist, he worked mainly as an advertising artist and
illustrator, and exhibited at commercial galleries around Melbourne.
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During the Second World War he was initially employed by the
Australian Army's Southern Command as a camoflaguer, later producing
posters about wartime security. He was appointed an Official War Artist
in 1943, and recorded the Australian operations against the Japanese in
Papua New Guinea. (Bootless Inlet is a body of water in southeastern
Papua New Guinea, south of Port Moresby). Warner's landscapes of
war in the tropics were subsequently published in two servicemen's
Christmas books. After extensive work recording the Australian airmen
training in Canada, he toured country areas of New South Wales and
Victoria to record the civil and industrial war effort and food production.
After the war, he successfully resumed his commercial art career, and
won numerous prizes as a watercolourist.		
$2,000

133.

Printed in black on thin white card by Fosh &
Cross Ltd., showing a 'Spectacular Take-off by a
"Sutherland" flying-boat' (with text); reverse side:
BRITAIN AND HER ALLIES ARE RESOLVED
ON THIS * * that come what may the menace
of a world ruled by force alone shall be lifted
from the hearts of men by the strength of those
who stand for FREEDOM.". Length 17.1 cm.
[Coysh p. 84]. *This example lightly browned
and with two horizontal creases.
$40

129. World War I Peace Celebrations.
			
1914-1919. PROGRAMME OF THE PEACE
			
CELEBRATIONS AT SUTTON VENY, on
Wednesday, August 13th, 1919 [cover title].

4 pp. program (last blank), printed in blue, tipped
into printed paper wrappers, front panel lettered
and decorated in blue, red & green, horizontal and
vertical folds, edges lightly worn and browned;
centre pages lightly browned and soiled;
Warminster Printing Co., Ltd., London, 1919.
$40

130.
World War I Stereoscopes.
STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS OF
WORLD WAR ONE.

134.

World War II
German Propaganda.
ADRIAFRONT.
World War II German propaganda
leaflet No 1.
Single sheet printed in German on
both sides, including a small map;
small cr. 4to; edges a trifle soiled and
worn; n.p., n.d.		
$50

89 photographic views on stereo card of World
War One Scenes; contained in a double 'book'
box entitled The Underwood Travel Library. The
War of the Nations, which is not necessarily the
original box for this series; Underwood and
Underwood, New York, n.d.[c. 1914–]. *With
hand held stereoscope viewer.
$2,000

World War II portraits by Australian artist, Charles Wheeler.

131.
World WI Victory March, London.
OFFICIAL PROGRAMME OF THE PROCESSION [cover
title].

Victory March of the London Troops. . . . Saturday
July 5th. 1919. 4 pp. program, last blank, single
fold, coloured pictorial cover [p. 1], black &
white photographic illustration [p. 3.], includes
Time Table and Route of Procession; 17.5 cm.
x 12 cm., folded; East London Printing Co.,
London, 1919.			
$50

132.
World War II bookmark.
OFFICIAL World War II BOOKMARKER
(July, 1941).

World War II bookmark.
OFFICIAL World War II BOOKMARKER
July, 1941).

The following coloured chalk portaits by New Zealand born Australian
artist, Charles Arthur Wheeler OBE, DCEM (1880–1977), were
published in The Australasian Magazine, Melbourne, from 1943 to 1944.
Each is on artist's board, with tissue guard attached at top, accompanied
by a tear sheet from the magaine. Charles Wheeler came to Australia
from Dunedin with his family as a young boy. He trained as an artist
at the Working Men's College and the National Gallery of Vicoria
School, where he became drawing master in1935 and painting master
and Head of the School from 1939 to 1945. He won the Archibald
Prize for 1933 for a portrait of Australian writer Ambrose Pratt. Wheeler
was in England at the outbreak of World War I, where he enlisted in
the 22nd Battalion, Royal Fusiliers. He was awarded the Distintuised
Conduct Medal at Vimy in 1916. It is not known how many portraits
he produced for The Australasian Magazine during World War II.

135.
Alexander, Sir Harold:
GEN HON SIR HAROLD RUPERT LEOFRIC GEORGE
ALEXANDER, GCB, CSt, DSO, MC.

Printed in black on thin white card by Fosh &
Cross Ltd. with page tab, with a photograph of
the British Army over the heading 'MEN OF
BRITAIN' (with text); reverse side: BRITAIN
AND HER ALLIES ARE RESOLVED ON THIS
* * that come what may the menace of a world
ruled by force alone shall be lifted from the hearts
of men by the strength of those who stand for
FREEDOM.". Length 17.1 cm. [Coysh p. 84].
*At least six different official markers were issued in
1941, each with the same statement on reverse side.
This example slightly creased at head.
$40

35 cm. x 26.5 cm., signed lower right, published June 26, 1943.
*General Sir Harold Alexander, 1st Earl Alexander, when British
Commander-in-Chief Middle East and Deputy Commanderin-Chief Allied Forces in North Africa.
$2,000

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller
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136.
Cunningham, Sir Andrew Browne:
ADMIRAL SIR ANDREW BROWNE CUNNINGHAM, lst Bt,
GCB, KCB, CB, DSO.

38 cm. x 32 cm., signed lower left. Published December 20, 1943.
*Admiral of the Fleet Andrew Browne Cunningham, 1st
Vi s c o u n t Cu n n i n g h a m o f Hy n d h o p e , C o m m a n d e r - i n Chief, Mediterranean Fleet in World War II.
$2,000

139.
Helfrich, Sir Conrad:
VICE-ADMIRAL SIR CONRAD E. L. HELFRICH, KCB.

32 cm. x 24.5 cm., signed lower right, published June 5, 1943.
*Admiral Sir Conrad Helfrich, when Commander of Combined Naval
Forces in ABDA Area (Dutch). 			
$2,000

137.
Eaker, Ira Clarence:
LIEUTENANT-GENERAL IRA CLARENCE EAKER, DFC.

140.
Kenney, George Churchill:
LT-GEN GEORGE CHURCHILL KENNEY, USAAF, DSC,
Purple Hear, Silver Star.

43.7 cm. x 35 cm., signed lower left, published February 12, 1944.
*General Ira C. Eaker, Allied Air Commander in the
Mediterranean (US).		
$2,500

34 cm. x 27.5 cm., signed lower right, published June 12, 1943.
*General George Churchill Kenney, when Commander of the Allied
Air Forces in the Southwest Pacific Area, 1942-1945.
$2,000

138.
Eden, Robert Anthony:
RT HON ROBERT ANTHONY EDEN, PC, MC.

141.
Laycock, R. E.:
LAYCOCK (MAJOR-GENERAL R. W. ("LUCKY") LAYCOCK, DSO.

35.5 cm. x 27 cm., signed lower right, published December 18, 1943.
*Robert Anthony Eden, 1st Earl of Avon and Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom (1955-1957), when British Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs.			
$2,500

38cm. x 29.7 cm., signed lower right, published February 26, 1944.
*Major-General R. E. Laycock, when Chief of Combined Operations,
who was significant for his service with the British Commandos
during World War II.			
$2,000

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller
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142.
Lumsden, Sir Herbert:
LIEUT-GEN SIR HUBERT LUMSDEN, DSO and BAR, MC.

145.
Stalin, Josef:
JOSEF VISSARIONOVITCH DJUGASHVILI (Josef Stalin).

36 cm. x 28 cm., signed lower right, published January 22, 1944.
*Lieut.-General Sir Hubert Lumsden, Churchill's Special
R e p r e s e n t a t i v e w i t h G e n e r a l D o u g l a s M a c A r t h u r,
Commander-in-Chief SW Pacific.
$2,500

44.5 cm. x 35 cm., signed lower right, published July 24, 1943.
*Josef Stalin, Marshal of the Red Army, Prime Minister of the
USSR, and Secretary of the Praesidium of Soviets.
$3,500

143.
Pownall, Sir Henry Royds:
LIEUTENANT-GENERAL SIR HENRY ROYDS POWNALL,
KBE, CB, DSO, MC.

146.
Tedder, Sir Arthur William:
AIR CHIEF MARSHAL SIR ARTHUR WILLIAM TEDDER,
RAF, GCB.

34cm. x 27 cm., signed lower right, published December 4, 1943.
*Lieutenant General Sir Henry Royds Pownall, when British
Chief of Staff.				
$1,800

43.7cm. x 35 cm., signed lower right, published March 11, 1944.
*Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, Deputy Invasion Force
Commander.				
$2,000

144.
Spaatz, Carl Andrew:
LIEUT-GEN CARL ANDREW SPAATZ, DSC, DFC.

147.
Wavell, Viscount Archibald:
FIELD-MARSHAL VISCOUNT ARCHIBALD WAVELL, GCB,
KCB, CB, CG, MC.

43cm. x 35 cm., signed lower right, published January 22, 1944.
*General Carl Spaatz, who was U.S. Commander
of Strategic Air Forces in Europe in 1944.
$2,000

30 cm. x 24.5 cm., signed lower right, published January 15, 1944.
*Field-Marshal Viscount Archibald Wavell, Supreme Commander of
Anti-Axis Sea, Land, and Air Forces in SW Pacific.
$2,500

Kay Craddock — Antiquarian Bookseller
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